The TPP-binding parameters of TKhigh and TKlow could not be deconvolved at 0 mM Mg 2+ using the double-Hill function because their values were very similar. Therefore, the dissociation constants and Hill coefficients were constrained to equal each other within the double-Hill function at 0 mM Mg 2+ . All other TPP-binding parameters determined using the single Hill (Table S1 ) have no relatability to previously determined dissociation constants and Hill coefficients; at higher [Mg 2+ ], the fits either had very large associated errors or the data couldn't be fitted to the single-Hill function. However, those of TKhigh, determined by fitting the data to the double-Hill function (Table S2) , correlated well with previously reported values. We therefore conclude that we have detected two independent binding events, both cooperative, which fitted best to a double-Hill function.
[ Section 5: TPP-binding after double-heat-activation Figure S5 : Experimental data of 0.05 mg/mL wild-type TK binding to TPP at 9 mM Mg 2+ , after two consecutive rounds of heat activation at 42 ºC followed by re-equilibration at 22ºC for 30 minutes.
Experimental data-points were fitted to the double-Hill function. Error bars correspond to the standard error of the mean, n=5.
